heroines of The Taming of the Shrew and All's Well That Ends Well are depicted as becoming servants of their husbands. Kate learns to serve, comes to appreciate service, and joins a community of service in Petruchio's household; Helena, who is compared to Patient Grissil, combines the roles of wife and servant, but is not accepted by Bertram as his spouse until she discards the servility that Bertram despises because he fears it for himself. In her discussion of Othello, Weil shows how Iago, acting as a servant, destroys Othello and Desdemona's marriage, while Emilia, also observing the conventions of service, restores Othello's faith in his wife (too late, to be sure). Iago enslaves Othello, while Emilia's actions late in the play free Othello to return to his earlier, heroic self. Weil argues that Leontes becomes jealous of Hermione because she serves him so well, but his servants Camillo and Paulina save their king from himself by virtuously disobeying him.
Chapter Four examines some of the varied attitudes about and definitions of friendship in the early modern era, before discussing the convergence of service and friendship in 2 Henry IV and Antony and Cleopatra. Weil maintains that the very happiness and sense of security that Falstaff receives from his closeness to the Prince intensify his shock when Hal rejects him, and thus lead to his death. Having discussed Plutarch's treatment of flattery and its effect on Antony, Weil argues that such characters as Enorbarbus and Charmian engage in a kind of flattery that allows these servants to protect themselves while offering counsel to their employers; however, the examples chosen do not seem designed to flatter, but rather to amuse, tease, or even provoke, as well as advise, the protagonists. What Weil describes as 'friendly flattery' (91) often seems neither flattering nor particularly friendly. Although Weil is correct in noting that various characters advise Antony, whether Shakespeare's original audience necessarily perceived this advice as flattery seems open to question. Weil uses the term 'hidden flattery' to describe what Enobarbus and Cleopatra say to Antony after Actium; the apparently oxymoronic phrase is accurate in the sense that if what these characters say is flattery, it is indeed very well hidden.
In Chapter Five, Weil examines King Lear in terms of the dependencies discussed in earlier chapters. Lear relies on the love of his dependents, making few distinctions among the services owed by children, nobility, friends, and servants. Weil finds Cordelia and Kent 'touched by servility' (110) in their self-subordination to Lear despite their early defiance of his wishes. Some of Weil's observations about the play appear contradictory, as when she argues that 'some guarantee of safety is what Lear may have been hoping to hear in his daughter's [sic] pledges of loving allegiance' immediately before asserting that 'Lear is too innocent about danger' (114). Weil views Lear as blending service and maternity, although she sees the maternity as inhering in both men and daughters. She observes that much of the play's pregnancy imagery is associated with men; women-some of them daughters or servants-are linked with imagery of illegitimacy and rejection. She describes Edgar's disguise as the demonically possessed former 'parasite' Poor Tom as a commentary on the combination of friendship and service that she calls 'assured friendship' and on the negative aspects of the dependencies generated by service.
In Weil's reading of the Scottish Play, in her final chapter, Macbeth collaborates with the witches, Banquo's ghost, and evil spirits to enslave Scotland. Through enslaving others, however, Macbeth and Lady Macbeth themselves become enslaved. Similarly, the witches and Hecate are depicted as both controlling and controlled, thus obscuring and corrupting agency with regard both to themselves and to Macbeth. Weil's attempt to associate Lady Macbeth with servants, however, is less convincing than her assertions that Macbeth makes war on dependents, including servants, and that by the end of the play he has become 'a human thing' (145), symbolized by his final appearance as a head impaled upon a pike or other tool.
The book ends with a two-page 'Epilogue' that asks whether there is anything to be gained by taking Macbeth's Porter, who differs from most of Shakespeare's servant-characters in his isolation, 'seriously as a servant' (146). Weil's answer is that the Porter is an actor and that many servants in this period were actors, just as actors were servants. This is a useful insight, but a more developed conclusion, perhaps comparing and contrasting the different types of dependencies discussed in the book, would have been welcome. Nevertheless, in demonstrating and exploring the connections among servants and other subordinate groups in Shakespeare's plays, Weil has performed a valuable service (no pun intended).
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